WebGarage Image Sizes

Before referring to the image sizes below, please read this important note:

- All images, before being uploaded to your media library, should be resized to one of these sizes. If you don’t have software available on your computer to crop/resize images, please use PicResize, a free online tool.
- All images are paired with one or more content areas. Most often, these content areas are independent of the image areas; however, with 150x200 images, the text area and the image are dependent on one another.
- All image sizes listed below are in pixels, formatted as Width-by-Height.

WebGarage supports the following image sizes:

- **640 x 360**: The largest image size available in WebGarage templates. It is available in single- and double-column layout options.
- **640 x 200**: The second-largest image size available in WebGarage template. It is available for use in single- and multi-column layouts.
- **640 x 100**: This image size is most useful for banner-type graphics, although photos will work. Available in single- and double-column layouts.
- **420 x 150**: Pairs with a single 200x150 image at the top of a multi-column layout that features a text area and sidebar column.
- **200 x 150**: Used in groupings of three images, spread either across the top of the web page (in single- and multi-column layouts) or spread down the right side of the web page (in single-column layouts).
- **150 x 200**: Most useful for photos of people and on pages that require information grouped with specific, related photos. Available in three layout options:
  - Photos on the left side of the web page
  - Photos on the right side of the web page
  - Photos on alternating sides of the web page